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1 - Innovation and design from France at HOST 2013.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

More than 20 suppliers of catering equipment from France will display their new 
products. 
11 of them have gathered in a dedicated Pavillon France located in Hall 2. 

SYNEG member companies from France at HOST :  



2 - ROSINOX the French fat chicken, in Fat Duck.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In 2013 ROSINOX has been selected to supply the kitchen 
to the celebrity restaurant The Fat Duck in Brey ( United 
KINGDOM ) 3 Michelin stars . 

A mixture of energy saving induction appliances to achieve 
friendly temperature conditions and cooking efficiencies and 
traditional electric plancha and oven .Chef visited ROSINOX 
before shipment of the cooking island and left delighted 
by professional approach . We are proud to contribute to 
the quality of the food of a restaurant that has been in the 
TOP 10 in the World since many years .Behind the door of a 
modest building , you will be in paradise in a soft and cosy 
atmosphere, professional service and unique dishes .”Eating 
is a Multisensory Experience “says Chef Blumenthal and we 
invite you to try this unique experience. 

Web : www.rosinox.com

3 -TELLIER breaks into the Middle East market with its pineapple peeler : once 
again the company’s expertise meets the need of a new trend!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Well-known for providing its customers with high performance fruit and vegetable 
cutting machines to save time while improving productivity and overall efficiency, 
the French company is now achieving great success in the Middle East market. 

Made of stainless steel, its pineapple peeler is sold to Del Monte to promote fresh-
cut produce in grocery stores in Dubai and Saudi Arabia. Easy to clean and use, it 
peels and cores pineapples in one single movement !

Web : www.tellier.fr

Jonny LAKE - Head Chef
FAT DUCK

3 Michelin Star UK



4 - TOURNUS hygiene equipment at The Presidential Palace in Abu Dhabi, with 
SULTACO.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 - UNIC is found on Google.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Presidential Palace is the offices of HH the President, HH 
the Crown Prince, as well as ministers. 
SULTACO Abu Dhabi got the job after a fierce battle to supply 
kitchen and laundry equipment. 
Tournus supplied more than 160 units of hand wash sink: 
made in France, touch free (knee operated) to maximize 
hygiene, built to last. These hand wash basins exist also 
with reliable electronic faucets.

Web : www.tournus.com  

The virtual gives way to reality, as Google, the first choice search engine among 
internet surfers, is also an industrial giant with 44,000 employees and total revenues 
toping $50 billion. To retain these top talented programmers, called “Googlers”, 
their employer offers them executive style comforts, food and beverages of the 
highest quality within office facilities that resemble university campuses, strewn 
across several U.S. states and in several foreign countries. Unic’s role in this is to 
fully supply and support the equipment for their espresso program. Google is one 
of our major customers for over ten years and operates over 230 Unic espresso 
machines.

Web : www.unic-sa.com  



SYNEG product offer :
Bars and Galleys Cooking and small equipment Cooking

Dishwashing Distribution Handling
Preparation Refrigeration Special Equipment


